Introducing what’s being called the health discovery of a
lifetime. Enzacta’s new PXP Pet Formula. A Breakthrough in Animal
Cellular Nutrition that has taken the Animal world by storm!

Enzacta prides itself on having BioReady Nutrients© (BRNs) in all their
supplements. BRNs are nutritional complexes that have been extracted,
concentrated, and naturally enhanced for better bioavailability. Through patent
pending and proprietary technology we can now isolate and extract the key
elements (BRNs) that give fruits and plants their health promoting properties.
Enzacta’s Animal Formula contains BRNs from organically grown rice that directly
feed that part of the cell (mitochondria) that produces ATP (cellular energy).
These BRNs come in the form of complex polysaccharides that are bound to
specific polypeptides through a scientific process using mechanical hydrolysis and
hydro-thermal technology. The BRNs in Enzacta’s Animal Formula are in a
concentrated form for better availability and absorption therefore creating more
cellular function through increase energy. Healthy cells create healthy animals.
The polypeptide protein fraction of PXP has essential and non-essential base
proteins that are utilized by every cell of the animal. It plays a major role in every
chemical process that affects both physical and mental functions. As a result,
Enzacta’s Pet Formula has more diverse functions than any other nutrient group,
including cellular energy production; formation of ligaments, tendons and bones;
formation of antibodies; and formation and regulation of enzymes and blood
transport proteins.

Testimonials:
Mark Chittick, Waikato Stud, New Zealand

PXP PET FORMULA was recommended to us for our stallions to
assist with performance throughout the breeding season. We are
extremely happy with the results and at how quickly we noticed
improvements. Overall wellbeing has obviously improved because
even healthy horses are so much happier. The stallions are free
moving and more supple in their muscle tone, recovery times are
shorter and even through frequent services - pregnancy rates have increased.

John Twomey, Cambridge, New Zealand
We have been using PXP PET FORMULA for almost twelve months now and we refer to it as
our secret weapon. At the recent Horse of the Year show, Highly Recommended, won the two
star three day event competition. The horse jumped brilliantly on the third day after a very
fast cross country run on hard ground the day before. I believe he jumped so brilliantly on the
last day because of the support that PXP PET FORMULA gives to his whole system. I have
noticed a definite improvement how well my horses recover after the cross country since we
started using PXP PET FORMULA. One of my three star horses, Flaunt It, did a tendon twelve
months ago and I believe that PXP PET FORMULA has played an integral part in his very
successful rehabilitation. A product that lifts cellular energy is almost an unfair advantage. My
wife Caroline and I spend a lot of our time teaching equestrian riders in many disciplines and
highly recommend PXP PET FORMULA to everyone.

Northwinds Bradley McGregor
Prior to the 2010 National endurance championships in New Zealand, we knew we were
looking at possible selection for the 2010 World Equestrian Games in Kentucky, USA. Bradley
and his rider Debbie Worsfold were both in good health and performing well.
Our therapist recommended we put Bradley on PXP PET FORMULA prior to the Nationals to
help with energy and recovery. She was right, his recovery rate was outstanding, Bradley &
Debbie were placed third in the 120 k ride and have since been selected to represent New
Zealand.
The most significant thing for me was being on PXP PET FORMULA he gained weight while
spelling after the Nationals which he does not normally do.
Bradley is now back in full work and we are really happy with his attitude and performance. I
would recommend PXP PET FORMULA to any horse owner who wants to keep their horse in
good health.
Chris King, owner, Christchurch, New Zealand

Testimonial from Kevin & Deb Hentges Stevens Point, WI


Our Dog developed a fatty tumor on his spine the size of an egg. He seemed
to want to eat more and was somewhat easily agitated . We began to put the
Enzacta’s PXP Pet Formula in his dog food, we also added some HFI from
Enzacta and within a week the tumor completely disappeared. There are no
placebo’s with animals! After the tumor cleared up we stopped putting the
Enzacta Products in his food and within 3 months the tumor came back. We
started the process once again and the tumor disappeared once again. Now
our dogs get Enzacta products on a daily basis and are thriving. We have
given this information to many of our friends with pets that were in distress
and has produced phenomenal results each and every time. We feel these are
essential nutrients for our pets and are so glad Enzacta introduced them In the USA! Thank you
Enzacta! For more information call Kevin at 435-705-1825

Kaye Cottle, Trainer, Hawkes Bay, New Zealand
Two weeks ago a young colt ran through a fence ripping up both back legs. The right rear was torn up with
large flap of flesh dangling and the left rear was stripped to the bone. The vet stitched the right rear and dressed
the left. I immediately started giving him three scoops Enzacta’s PXP Pet Formula a day. Two weeks later the
vet visited for the third time to remove stitches and could not believe the healing that has taken place, flesh is
growing on the bone and according to the vet, healing is happening in half the normal time.
We had high hopes for Teddy a three year old thoroughbred, he appeared to have the drive and heart to be a
good racehorse. We had him on an organic diet, he trained well and seemed to be fit. We took him to the track
to trial him and he performed quite well finishing third. However his nose was bleeding quite profusely, he was
quarantined and after about 30 minutes seemed fine. Two weeks later we tried again, with same result.
We started giving him two scoops a day of the PXP Pet Formula and changed nothing else with his feed or
training. Two weeks later we ran him at the track and was very happy, no bleeding. Since then he has competed
in three races and no issues. I am very happy with Pet Formula and recommend all trainers to use it.

May 21st 2009 our 6yr old 4 win gelding Sun Lad developed high speed lameness – and was referred to a Vet Clinic
where he spent 5 days to diagnose the problem. The initial examination showed right forelimb lameness with no
obvious swelling or painful region.
He underwent a series of bone scans, nerve blocks and xrays and returned home with no definite diagnosis for his high
speed lameness – just that areas of increased pharmaceutical uptake on the bone scan suggested areas of bone
inflammation which could be enough to cause lameness.
The Vets recommendation was that he be turned out for 3 months to let bone inflammation settle down. He was
discharged with calcium tablets to increase bone strength.
Sun Lad returned to work late August 2009 and work was built up slowly with swimming and jogging. He was sound
jogging but once work in creased to ¾ pace he was clearly lame again. The lameness appeared to be coming from the
right shoulder region.
In Jan 2010 the vet examined him and injected his right shoulder. We were told we could expect him to be sound within
3-5 days. There was absolutely no change!!
10th Feb 2010 - On the advice of our Therapist we started him on Enzacta’s PXP Pet Formula twice daily. We stopped all
other supplements and kept him in light work (Jogging and being ridden). Within 3-4 weeks we started to notice a
definite improvement.

On 14th March 2010 – just 5 weeks after starting Enzacta’s PXP Pet Formula we started working him in the cart again
and built up to fast work by the end of March.
24th April 2010 he went to the workouts and won his heat convincingly and more importantly he pulled up sound.
He has since had two trials which he came through well and his first start at Addington on May 15th and was only beaten
by .07 of a length.
Addington was the real test in our minds and he has pulled up sound.
We are in no doubt that Enzacta’s PXP Pet Formula works and now have more of our team on it and are seeing positive
results all round.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Sharon Hinsley, Hinsley Racing Stables
“We had a 5 year old gelding that was very talented but became a very bad bleeder.
He was turned out for several months with no training giving him a chance to heal.
In every prep work getting him ready to race again he bled. No other supplements,
hyperbaric chamber etc. could hold him from bleeding. He was put on Enzacta’s
PXP Pet Formula for about a week and won his first race back easily without
bleeding in the race!“
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Moira Murdoch, Trainer
Waiuku, New Zealand
In this month we have tested four horses with a history of tying up.
We are very happy with the results as none have tied up since we started mixing
Enzacta’s PXP PET FORMULA in their feed.
I would recommend Enzacta’s PXP PET FORMULA to anyone who has horses with
this problem and for their overall health. They will be staying on the PET
FORMULA.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Vicky
Four year old thoroughbred, was constantly tying up. Because we could not feed her
normally she had immature muscle development. After 3 weeks of feeding her
Enzacta’s PXP PET FORMULA the change was obvious. She was being fed the
same rigid diet but she must have been absorbing more from the food because her
muscles improved and she looked great and did not tie up once.
We have since had her in training and she competed in a race without any problems.
After seeing the impact on Vicky we now have other horses and ourselves on the
product.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Kelly Burne, Hawkes Bay, New Zealand
Saint Pat, a 4 year old thoroughbred had three trials before he came to me and each
time he would pull up lame and sore. It was discovered that he had sesamoid
problems in his offside hind. I started training him with light work for three weeks
and then upped the workload. I started him on Enzacta’s PXP PET FORMULA the
day I got him. He has been sound through all work and last week ran him in a trial
in which he ran an impressive third. He has had no soreness, he looks great and is
obviously happy.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
George, 3 year old thoroughbred had an Entrapped Epiglottis which was obviously
affecting his breathing. Surgery was performed to remove blockage. Whenever he
ran he sounded raspy and the faster he went the louder he got, I didn’t believe that
George would be able to perform as a racehorse. I started him on Enzacta’s PXP
PET FORMULA two weeks ago and today he had his first jump out. He did great
with only slight breathing noise.
I am so impressed with Enzacta’s PXP PET FORMULA and am recommending to
all owners that their horses should be on the product.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Matua
Twelve year old eventing horse, diagnosed with Shivers some time ago. For years
has been a problem horse to ride, would constantly play up in the dressage arena
and cross country, bucking, kicking, bolting were normal behavior. We started him
on Enzacta’s PXP PET FORMULA and after 3 days the farrier commented how
much easier he was to shoe and his legs could be extended without a problem.
Naomi rode him at Woodhill Sands last weekend and her exact words were “ He
was a great ride for the first time, he did not act up one time.”
Historically after each event Matua’s fetlock would swell up. The vets maintained
there was a weakness there and there was nothing they could do. After the Woodhill
event, no swelling!! Had him x-rayed and nothing!!
Naomi McRae, Ngatea, New Zealand
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
One and half year old colt caught back leg in a fence and ripped it up. Vet put
poultices and wraps on but the wound got very inflamed and swollen to where he
could not put any weight on leg and refused to walk. April 15 th started him on
Enzacta’s PXP PET FORMULA, on April 21st just six days on the product, Bernie
the owner stated “Colt walking normally and looks like a real horse, eyes are
bright.” After two weeks on Enzacta’s PXP PET FORMULA the wound which
had been cut to where you could see the bone was almost completely closed!!
Bernie Cameron, Waiuku, New Zealand
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Lyn Pinosa, Traditional
Sydney, Australia

Chinese

Medicine

Practitioner,

I am treating two horses with Navicular Syndrome, both horses have only been on
PET FORMULA for a few weeks but both have responded with freer movement,
looking better and obviously happier. I strongly recommend these products to my
animal clients.

Jane Bennett, Equine Advantage, Te Aroha, New Zealand
Equine Advantage's new 'equine improvement centre' was set up in Te Aroha, in the Waikato to help
all horses. The centre was designed and is run by well known equine therapist Jane Bennett. Elite
equine athletes from all over the country have been treated or trained at the centre and owners and
trainers alike have given glowing testimonials . The centre’s most well known success is for the
advanced training of Sir Slick . Equine Advantage uses their horse safe facilities which include their
unique In-Water treadmill to resistance train horses with low impact on joints and limbs. Their
method of using an In-Water Treadmill has shown results far superior and faster than any other form
of hydro therapy making it cost effective for their customers. Horses with injury’s not only heal faster
using this method but actually gain fitness and strength at the same time. Quality nutrition is also a
major factor in horse health and because of Jane’s whole body approach she recommends adding
Enzacta’s PXP PET FORMULA to horses feed.
Jane tested PXP PET FORMULA on Flo, a 9 year old mare. Flo was retired from racing because she
always had bad feet, splints and a stifle problem. “After two weeks on PXP PET FORMULA Jane rode
Flo and was amazed at how freely she moved and really stretched out.”
We discovered that Flo had hoof problems because she had no heel, we tried everything for three
years to get her to grow some heel, to no avail. After 4 weeks on PXP PET FORMULA the farrier
noticed new heel growth!!!
Every horse that comes to me is given PXP PET FORMULA as part of their feeding routine.
I am blown away at the across the board benefits and relief this product is providing with, Arthritis,
Suspensory issues, coat, skin, joint, lameness, tying up, mental acuity, focus and just obvious health
shown by how happy they are.
One of my client’s horses was prone to grass staggers and toxic build up. She started him on the PXP
PET FORMULA and he was doing fine. Her other horse showed signs of toxic issues and she
decided to give him a toxic binder and to be safe take the first one off CN and give him the binder in
his feed too. The horse who had been eating PXP PET FORMULA refused to eat the feed with the
binder in it even to the point of kicking over the bucket and refused to eat until PXP PET FORMULA
was put back in his feed!!!
From my years of experience working with horses I have learned that they are smarter than we are
when it comes to what should be eaten and what our body’s need. When a horse refuses to eat until
the PXP PET FORMULA is sprinkled on it’s food, then we know this is a must have product to
maintain our animal’s health.

Keep in mind that I have been using PXP PET FORMULA for one month and we are seeing results
this fast!! Imagine how healthy these animals will be when they have been on it for a year??
I personally am using PXP PET FORMULA . Some time ago I was stood on by a horse and injured
my hip. I was unable to run or sleep on my side. Two weeks on the product I went jogging!! And am
now sleeping on my side again!! Apart from that I just feel great all the time.
My mother was diagnosed with Repetitive Strain Injury to her neck 10 years ago. She was told it was
degenerative and would get worse, she was in constant pain. 3 days on Enzacta’s PXP taking 2
scoops per day the pain subsided and she was able to get a full night’s sleep for the first time in 10
years. 4 weeks on the product and the pain has gone completely. It is so gratifying to be able to help
those you love.
I recommend it to all my clients.

Dressage horses
Big 3 year old warmblood who became injured during breaking in process and was extremely lame was
diagnosed by my vet with possible ligament damage between hock and stifle, and recommended turning him
out for 6 – 12 months. I called in another vet for a second opinion, he told me he would never be sound again
regardless of how much we rested him.
We started him on PXP PET FORMULA and could see improvements in three weeks, two months on PET
FORMULA and he is happy, relaxed and perfectly sound, and back to being broken in!!
Also, my 4 year old dressage gelding was not moving freely, appeared to be tying up and was obviously not
happy. We started him on PXP PET FORMULA and after consuming the first bag there was obvious freer
movement, to prove to myself that PXP PET FORMULA actually worked, I stopped feeding him and in the first
week off his energy levels dropped and the change was so noticeable. I resumed feeding him PXP PET
FORMULA and within a week he was back to his happy, healthy self. At this time my massage therapist came
to work on him and after a couple of minutes she said he did not need massage as he was perfect.
I am very happy with the results of PXP PET FORMULA and my animals will stay on it.
Dressage rider, Morrinsville, New Zealand
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Magnum,
A 12 year old horse that had a chip off of the navicular bone on right front foot, ring bone on
both front feet pretty bad, and no padding on inside of the bottom two joints of both front feet.
He has been on the PXP PET FORMULA for two years. Within 5 days of starting him on it he
started to move around more freely. After 6 months couldn't tell whether the chip was attaching
to bone or dissolving and the side bone was less. One year after being on the product the chip
has totally dissolved, the side bone is half the size on both front feet, and now has padding the
same in all the joints in both front feet. His side bone has not gone away but he keeps feeling
better and better. He probably has had side bone for many years. I will x-ray next summer to
see if there are any more changes. He is rideable and feels very good.

Job (as in the bible)
Job was carried in his mother for 394 days which the vet said he would be 45 to 50 lbs and
long haired. Mother had cushion disease and had been on the PXP PET FORMULA only
5months when he was born. He was very small, but did not have long hair. Had gotten up, but
was not strong enough to suck. I picked him up the first half of the day and milked the mother
to feed him. By noon he was sucking by himself and by evening he was getting up and sucking
by himself. That morning he was put on 1 tsp 3 times a day of the PXP PET FORMULA.
After that he never looked back. He became normal size and a normal colt. I have never had a
colt that weak come around that fast.
World Champion Rope Horse, New Mexico.
The owners were having the vet inject all 8 joints every other month at a cost of $400 per time.
We started him on the PXP PET FORMULA and after two months the vet was only injecting
2 joints. After 4 months the horse did not need injections. The horse has been on the PXP PET
FORMULA for 1 year and has never been so healthy.
Many horses have had swollen knees and stiff. After having them on the PXP PET
FORMULA for 3 to 4 months the joints are less stiff and can bend better and not as swollen.
Pregnant mare that we couldn't get to gain weight was on the PXP PET FORMULA for 4
months and had a healthy baby. We weren't sure she would carry the foal full term as she had
lost so much weight. She gained the weight and had a very healthy foal.
Equine CN changes hair, coat, the way they feel and overall health. I have been using and
recommending the PET FORMULA for two years. In my twenty years as an equine therapist I
have not seen a product work so fast and so well as the PXP PET FORMULA.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Shirley Newcomb, Midland, Texas, USA
I purchased Easy Moons in August 2006, he is now 15 years old. I have known him since he
was 7 years old and at that age he developed a cyst in his nostril.
We had him vet checked when we purchased him and the cyst was so large you could barely fit
a finger in his nostril, the vet said there was nothing he could do barring major surgery and just
to live with it, even though there was obvious discomfort. Within two weeks of putting him on
the PXP PET FORMULA the cyst started to shrink. After four weeks of the PXP being added
to his feed the cyst was completely gone. This truly is a remarkable product.

Diana Stewart, Midland, Texas, USA
14 year old in foal TB broodmare who 2 1/2 years before had broken her shoulder. In
my opinion she should have been put to sleep but because she was so valuable the
owners and stud decided to see how she recovered. When you look at her move you
know she has a disability not just a limp.
She came to us recently in very poor condition with a horrible dull coat. In the first 3
days she got a bad cold (change of climate i suspect) and then had an accident in a
fence where she got her hind legs wounded. I started giving her 2 scoops of the PXP
PET FORMULA every day. Within the first week her cold had gone and her coat had
improved. Now she was getting fed and had a cover put on her but the coat change I
noticed on her neck which wasn’t covered - within days of being on the product. If it
hadn’t been for the old dog having a similar thing happen with his coat I would have
thought it was the feed. Now this mare needs her teeth doing - basically 6 -7 years of
neglect which has been the time she has been at the stud. They can’t be done right
now as she needs sedating and risky to foal. The other issue she has which I didn’t
realize had improved until I stopped using Enzacta’s PXP PET FORMULA product on
her. When she first arrived she used to stand over at the knee involuntarily shaking
because of the position she was standing in. I think she is trying to relieve the
pressure from her shoulder. She would also stand a lot with one leg more forward than
the other. Well this pretty much stopped and I kind of thought she had just improved
overall with being better looked after etc. Well, a while after I ran out of the product - at
least 2 weeks - she started to do it again. I couldn’t figure it out why until I
remembered the only thing that had changed was that i wasn’t using the PXP PET
FORMULA product! Anyway she has just started back on it again now so will see how
she goes. Will keep you posted:-)
Sarah Linton, Equine Therapist, New Zealand
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
9yr old Racehorse
My beautiful mare has had every problem imaginable since I got her off the track 4! years ago.
Growing pains, sore feet, sore back, shin splints - even lethargy. I put her on PXP PET FORMULA
because I have tried everything else and was running out of options. For the first 4 weeks she had it
twice a day and was not worked. Then I dropped back to only feeding her once a day because she
was getting fat (a thoroughbred getting fat in winter on no grass!) and I thought we'd better ride her.
She was and is a different horse. Forward and free moving with no signs of any previous issues.
She has been in full work now for a month - is jumping and competing happily. I will be getting more
PXP PET FORMUILA for sure and putting all my horses on it.
Jane, Te Aroha, New Zealand

Reload
My 5 year old golden lab had hurt her left rear hip when she was two, last September she got
caught in a swing door and re aggravated the injury. I took her to an orthopedic vet who
recommended tendon surgery at a cost of $6000.
I decided to try her on PXP PET FORMULA from my neighbor’s recommendation. The change
in 5 days was unbelievable; Reload went from not being able to put any weight on her left rear
leg to running around like a puppy. She has now been taking the product for 8 months and I
have never seen her look and act so healthy.
Dr. M McDonald, Winneconne, Wisconsin, USA
Sophie's story
Sophie is a 9 year old Cocker Spaniel. When she was jumping on the couch, one leg slipped between the
cushions and twisted. She hurt her ACL tendon. Rather than go to the vet, I prayed over her and several friends
prayed over her. She was in severe pain and could not walk on her back leg. I continued to give her the
Enzacta Pet Formula twice a day, sometimes three times a day.
It took awhile, but after about two months. No more limping. She doesn't favor that leg at all. You would
never know that she had such a severe injury.
She is back to 100%.
Jana Mican
815-483-2080

Asher
My 2 year old Labrador was diagnosed with pancreatitis; we seemed to be constantly taking
him to the vet even though we were very careful with his diet as he would continue to have
flare ups. The vet told us that we should get used to it as this was the way it would be for
Asher’s life. At the urging of a friend we started him on Enzacta’s PXP Pet Formula. After two
weeks we realized there had been no problems. Aster has now been taking it for 12 months
and we have not been to the vet except for routine vaccinations etc. We are now able to enjoy
our healthy, happy dog.
Nicolas, Wisconsin, USA
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Aslan
My 3 year old German Shepherd, Aslan went from being a normal healthy dog to problems almost overnight.
He developed Pannus Disease which the vet treated with Prednisone drops and informed me there was no
cure and the drugs may slow it down but basically Aslan would be blind in that eye. Around the same time he
started having seizures on a regular basis. I started him on the PXP PET FORMULA and the seizures eased
almost immediately. Within ten days the membrane covering his eye began to recede. I took him to the vet
approximately two weeks later and his eye was completely clear and the seizures had stopped completely.
The vet was amazed and is now recommending the PXP PET FORMULA to his patients.
Amgelika Haas, Appleton Wisconsin, USA

Cancer, Arthritis and Hair Loss - Dog
Our dog Kirby had a malignant tumor removed from his mouth in April 2006. The veterinarian
said if we didn't surgically remove part of his mouth the tumor would return. Since he is 12
years old, we didn't feel that was in his best interest. We started giving him one scoop of the
PET FORMULA every day and to date (January 2007), we haven't seen any sign of the tumor
returning. Also, his arthritic symptoms have lessened. He runs up and down stairs like a puppy
again.
My daughter’s three year old Chocolate Lab, Gunner, was losing patches of hair all over his
body. His veterinarian didn't know what to do for him. After taking the PET FORMULA for
about a month, the hair grew back. He continues to take a scoop of the formula a day and has
had no further problems.
Sharon Rule, Marquette, Michigan, USA
Allergies - Dog
My one year old Shitzu suffered with severe allergies. He constantly itched and chewed his
paws to the point of them being wet all the time. I tried giving him Benadryl and changing his
diet with no improvement. I decided to try giving him some of it. Within a couple days of
taking 1/4 tsp a day, his symptoms greatly improved. By the fifth day a small cyst on his head
was completely gone. Occasionally, I've forgotten to give it to him for a couple of days and
each time his allergy symptoms return. Thankfully, as soon as he gets back on the PXP PET
FORMULA his symptoms improve again. This product has been such a blessing and is truly
amazing! Mary Mueller, Winneconne, Wisconsin, USA
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Abel …….My 7 year old golden retriever, Abel, had surgery very young and our vet said that
joint problems would increase as he aged. Glucosamine did not seem to help his stiffness.
I started adding PXP PET FORMULA to his food 2X per day and the difference was noticeable
in the first month. After 4 months his playfulness and overall health are obvious. Abel will be
on the PXP PET FORMULA for life.
Kelsi, Florida, USA

Arnold King’s Horse Testimonial
I was introduced to Enzacta Products at an opportune time. I have some horses and had just lost a
mare that had a 5 month old colt. I had a veterinarian advise me the colt should do okay with grain
and good hay. However, within a couple of weeks I noticed the colt was not doing well. I had the
veterinarian return to check him over. Basically the colt was given a death sentence. I was told he
was anemic and his only possible hope was to have a blood transfusion at the animal hospital. Then
he would need to remain there for treatment with costs exceeding hundreds of dollars. Even then, his
chance of survival was slim with no guarantees.
I decided with those odds, I would personally do everything possible to help him. I asked some Amish
friends if they would help. We kept the colt in a warm bedded pen and began giving it Enzacta’s PXP
Pet Formula and Alfa Energy 2-3 times per day. For a week, we would help the colt stand and then
give him the liquid with a bottle. After a few days, we began adding the supplements to his drinking
water. Every week the colt improved, after approximately 8 weeks, he could finally get up on his own
without our help. I continued giving him the supplements for approximately 4 more months. Today, he
is kicking up his heels and running with the other horses!
Arne King
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54495
715-459-3450

Aster
I started my 1 year old Shar Pei, Aster on the PXP PET FORMULA to help limit the skin issues
that are normally associated with the breed. Living in a warm and humid climate had me extra
concerned, but not only does his skin and coat look great, Aster has plenty of “feel good”
energy. I believe the PXP PET FORMULA protects Aster from the negative effects of his breed.
Nick, Florida, USA
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
BLACK LAB
Our 8 year old black lab was suffering with weak hip joints and became unable to do normal
activities. We tried traditional medicines without any success. We easily saw the impact of
adding the PXP PET FORMULA to his daily feeding; within 10 days the change in activity was
miraculous. I am so thankful for this product!
Polly, Texas, USA
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Jessie
Age 13years Golden Retriever
Dose 3 spoons a day in milk and now in week 6.
Since being on the PXP PET FORMULA is wanting to go for walks.
Increased walking distance - not so tired after the walks.
More Alert - Acting like a guard dog again at night time hasn't done this for a long time.
Quicker in movement.
Acting several years younger.
Looks happy and acting cheeky.
More interactive with the family.
Ran 250metres !!!!!!!
Jessie 2 months ago was unable to walk, she has been on several medications for years, at 2
yrs of age she had to have a hip replacement. The change in Jess has been just amazing she
will continue taking the PXP PET FORMULA as nothing else has made this much difference.
Ali Martin, Sydney, Australia

Annie
I have been treating along with the vet a 12 year old Collie, Annie, diagnosed with lung cancer
with a tumor the size of your fist in her lungs. Four weeks ago the vet recommended putting
her down as there was nothing he could do. I suggested PXP PET FORMULA to the owners
and they readily agreed to try it. Six days after starting her on triple doses he was in the back
yard playing with the other dogs??? Two weeks on the product and she started to reproduce
red blood cells, the vet could not understand how this was happening?
Three weeks into the product and her gums became pink again and she is playful
Four weeks on the product and the vet tests her lungs and finds she has increased
lung capacity!! WOW
Kyra
A five year old border collie, a competitive flyball dog pulled up sore 12 months ago. She was
put on numerous medications and nothing worked. She had ligament problems that there
appeared to be no cure for. She began eating Enzacta’s PXP PET FORMULA four weeks ago.
For the first three weeks there didn’t seem to be any change but in the fourth week, WOW the
lights came on and she is running around like a puppy. Her owners are ecstatic and can’t wait
to see how much better she is in a year.
I am also treating two horses with Navicular Syndrome, both horses have only been on the PXP
PET FORMULA for a few weeks but both have responded with freer movement, looking better
and obvious happier.….More to come!
Lyn Pinosa, Practitioner, Traditional Chinese Medicine Dip. Sydney, Australia
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
16 year old Jack Russel dog.
Had permanent weepy sore on his leg that had not responded to any other treatment, creams etc.
After giving PXP PET FORMULA once a day it has now completely healed over and no more weeping
and the dog has stopped licking it all the time.
I also noticed a difference in his coat fairly quickly as well. He has always had a very dull old dog
coat but now it looks much healthier than it’s ever looked, quite strange. His diet is exactly the same
as it has always been except for the PXP PET FORMULA product.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
8 1/2 year old Boxer/Lab bitch. Has a variety of health problems for years. One of the things we
have noticed since being on the PXP PET FORMULA product is the reduced size of a small tumor
she had on the side of her face. It has always been quite big and hard for years now but it is now
softer and much smaller. Again her diet has pretty much stayed the same apart from receiving the
PXP PET FORMULA product once a day.
Sarah Linton, Pahiatua, New Zealand

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

11yr old Huntaway Agility Dog, Sydney, Australia
Retired because of hip displasure and arthritis which was causing so much pain he
was lame and couldn't jump up onto the back of the shoot. I purchased a small bag of
PXP PET FORMULA, I sprinkled some on his food when I remembered. He started to
change in the second week so I thought I'd stop the glucosamine and do just PXP PET
FORMULA for a while. Besides the fact that he loves it, I can't believe the change in
him. For a dog that had no energy and didn't want to play with the others - he is now
driving me mad, presenting toys all the time or a ball to throw for him to fetch. He is
not showing any lameness and can now jump up into the ute without me having to lift
him which was a problem with my bad back.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
10 yr old collie, Auckland, New Zealand
My dog has had arthritis for a few years now and in the cold weather he's so stiff he
won't even get out of bed till it's warm and even then hobbles around the section
grumpy with anyone who goes near him and even the other dogs. When we started
him on the PXP PET FORMULA it didn't take long before he was moving better which
was good but then he started coming for walks on the farm which he hasn't done for
years. Now he has been on it for over a month he is a different dog. He plays with the
other dogs, gets out of bed early even if it's cold, and will come up for a nice big pat.
He even went up to a visitor last week and rolled on the ground asking for a tummy
scratch! He is so much happier - you can see he just feels better.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Depressed dog, Wellington, New zealand
Our little dog is getting old now and although he didn't have any real issues, we started
him on PXP PET FORMULA just to try it out. He is a small dog and over the years his
tail - which used to curl up over his back and be quite springy - has slowly 'sagged' and
like him, wasn't very energetic. We just put it down to age but since starting the
PXP PET FORMULA he has really perked up. His coat is better and his appetite has
improved. He is not as stiff in the mornings but the biggest change is his tail. It curls
right up over his back again and definitely wags a lot more.
Thank you Enzacta for your PXP PET FORMULA!

